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Abstract—The super host is a special host on the network
which contacts with many other hosts during a certain time
window. They play important roles in network researches such
as scanners detection, resource allocation, spam filtering and so
on. How to find super hosts in real time is the foundation of
these applications. In this paper, a novel algorithm, denoted as
CBAA, is proposed to solve this problem at edge routers. CBAA
divides network traffic into different parts. A cube of bits array
is devised to store hosts linking information of different traffic
parts when scanning packets. At the end of each time window,
CBAA restores super hosts very fast because there are only a
fraction of super hosts in each traffic part. CBAA is also a parallel
algorithm. Its easy to deploy CBAA in GPU to deal with high-
speed network traffic in real time. Experiments on a real-world
core network prove the advantage of our algorithm.
Index Terms—super hosts detection, GPGPU, network monitor,
parallel computing, scanner detection, DDoS
I. INTRODUCTION
Host’s cardinality is one of the most important network at-
tributes, which means the number of other hosts communicated
with it during a time window. Host, in this paper, represents
a computer(or virtual machine, such as a cloud server) in a
network with a unique IP address.
A super host is a host whose cardinality is larger than a
threshold during a time window. Although super hosts take
a small part of the hosts (no more than 0.1%), they play
an important role in the network. Super host detection has
a wide application in the field of network management and
security such as DDoS detection, scanners location, instruction
detection and so on.
Being able to detect super hosts at core network’s edge
routers(e.g., 7000 Gb/s [1]) precisely is a burden because
updating hosts’ states for every coming packet in real time
requires high-speed processors and memory (such as high-
frequency CPU cores and SRAM). What’s more, traffic of
recent backbone network passed through several edge routers
for burden balance or security reasons. Multi-edge routers
force us to detect super host in distributed servers because it’s
too expensive to collect all packets into a global traffic. In a
distributed environment, packets will be processed at different
local servers and necessary data be sent to a global server for
super hosts detection. A small data structure will reduce the
communication time between local servers and global server.
Most of the previous researchers focused on how to mining
super hosts on a local server[2] [3] [4]. Fortunately, some
of these algorithms can be applied in a distributed situation
after modifying. Because small memory requirement is a
goal of previous super host detection algorithms and small
data structure size means littler communication time in the
distributed environment.
For the high-speed network, if we want to deal with
every packet in time, the processing speed should be as fast
as the link speed. If the processing speed is slower than
packets arriving speed, a larger packets buffer will be used
or some packets will be lost. But previous algorithms, which
can be modified for the distributed application, cannot reach
nowadays line speed because they try to improve speed only
depending on high-speed memory and ignore the potential
computing complexity. Parallel computing, such as GPGPU,
would be a good solution to this problem[5][6][7][8].
Graphics processing unit (GPU) is a specialized device on a
computer. As suggested by the name, its intent is to accelerate
the graphic process. GPU contains huge operating unit and has
more memory controller than CPU. This means GPU can deal
with several data parallel and access memory with smaller total
latency[9] [10]. It is more attractive than CPUs for high-speed
traffic super hosts detection.
In this paper, we research the performance of GPU on
super hosts detection and proposed a faster and more accuracy
algorithm which can be deployed on distributed environment.
We make the following contributions in this paper:
1) We propose a novel paradigm to detect super hosts in
high-speed network by GPU. On a common GPU, super
hosts hiding in huge traffic of core network could be
detected in real time by our paradigm.
2) We designed a fast and memory efficient algorithm to
detect super hosts. The novel algorithm has a faster speed
and higher overall accuracy. Our novel algorithm can be
deployed in a distributed environment and its super hosts
detection speed is the fastest among previous algorithms
when running on the same platform.
3) We implement our novel algorithm and previous ones
on GPU by our paradigm. With our novel algorithm, a
desktop GPU can detect super hosts hiding in a real world
core network which has throughput as high as 40 Gb/s.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: next sec-
tion provides background information on super hosts detection
and related approaches. In section 3, we describe our novel
super host’s detection algorithm. We explain how to implement
super hosts detection on GPU in section 4. Experiments are
presented in section 5. We make a conclusion in the last
section.
II. RELATED WORK
Super hosts detection is a hot topic in network management
and network security [11] [12].
Chen et al[13] used a bit array to record new flows and
a counting bloom filter to estimate hosts’ cardinality. The
accuracy of this algorithm depends on the new flow identifying
method. At a single node, a bit array could make sure that
a flow update counting bloom filter at most once. But in
the distributed environment, a flow may appear in several
routers which caused the counting bloom filter containing error
information. Chen claimed that the algorithm could process 2
million packets per second on SRAM. But this speed was still
too slow to handle high-speed network traffic.
Wang et al [14] proposed a super host detection algo-
rithm based on a novel structure called double connection
degree sketch (DCDS). This algorithm contained two kinds
of bit arrays which were used for hosts recovering and high
cardinality estimation. DCDS adopted Chinese Remainder
Theorem (CRT) to recover HCHs from bits array smartly. The
implementation of CRT required large computation operators
which limited its speed.
Liu et al[15] proposed a novel data streaming method called
VBFA. The superior performance of VBFA came from a new
data structure, called vector bloom filter (VBF), which was a
variant of the standard bloom filter. VBF consisted of six hash
functions, four of which take some consecutive bits from the
input string as the corresponding value. The information of
super hosts was obtained by using the overlapping of hash bit
strings of the VBF. VBFA viewed each element of VBF as a
bit vector [16] and estimated host’s cardinality from these bit
vectors. VBFA was faster than DCDS when scanning packets,
but it would consume much more time when recovering super
hosts if there were many super hosts hiding in the traffic
because it generating more candidate IPs than DCDS.
Both DCDS and VBF tried to speed up packets processing
by using SRAM instead of DRAM. Although SRAM is faster,
their size is small. What’s more, the processing ability of a
central processing unit (CPU) is limited.
General-purpose computing on GPU(GPGPU) is the use of
GPU, which typically handles computation only for computer
graphics, to perform computation in applications handled by
CPU traditionally[17]. Seon-Ho Shin et al [18] proposed a
GPU based super hosts detection algorithm called GSE. GSE
firstly used GPU to estimate host’s cardinality with a novel
data structure called compact spread estimator (CSE). CSE
consisted of two components: one for storing flows, and
the other for cardinality estimating. For every packet, CSE
checked it in a Collision-tolerant hash table (CTH). If flow
corresponding with this packet had not appeared before, CSE
would set a bit in CSE. But CSE could only record the
cardinality information and it couldn’t recover super hosts.
In another word, CSE needs to maintain an IP list to record
the appearing IP in a time window. In distributed case, the
transmission of this IP list between different nodes would
reduce the global efficiency.
DCDS, VBFA and GSE can be modified to run in the
distributed situation. But DCDS and VBFA have a lower
processing speed, GSE consumes too much memory.
Unlike the previous algorithm, our novel algorithm can
recover super hosts from a smart structure with a high-speed
and occupies a small memory. Next section we will introduce
our algorithm in detail.
III. DISTRIBUTED SUPER HOSTS DETECTION
Suppose there are two networks, NI and NO, where NI
is the inner network that we want to monitor and NO is the
outer network which contacts with NI through a set of edge
routers ER(for instance, NO is the Internet and NI may be
an autonomous system managed by an ISP and ER is a border
router running BGP [19][20]). All of these packets between
NI and NO will be relayed by ERs. In the view of ER, every
packet includes an IP address pair < innerip, outerip >,
where innerip represents an IP address in NI and outerip is
an IP address belong to NO. Let PKTi represent the set of
packets passing from the ith ERi in a time window and denote
|PKTi| as the number of packets during this time window.
Fig.1 illustrates how to detect super hosts of NI .
One of the simplest ways is sending IP pairs of packets at
different routers to a global server and mining super hosts at
it. But these edge routers may distribute at different places and
it’s too expensive to transmit gigabits of IP pairs every second.
A reasonable method is to scan packets on local servers near
edge routers and only send small necessary information to
global memory.
Fig. 1. Super hosts detection and monitor
We denote IIP (Inner IPs) as the set of IP addresses belong
to NI appearing in a time window and OIP (Outer IPs) as the
set of NO’s IPs addresses contacted with hosts in IIP during
this time window. For iip ∈ IIP , let OP (iip) represent the
opposite IPs (belong to OIP and communicate with iip in
this time window) set of iip. The number of opposite IPs
|OP (iip)| is the cardinality of iip. All these packets with the
same inner and outer IP addresses generate a flow. Let FLW
represent the set of flows. The number of flow |FLW | in a
time window is the sum of each inner IP’s cardinality and
|FLW | =∑iip∈IIP |OP (iip)|.
Super host’s definition used in this paper is shown below.
Definition 1 (Super Host). Given a threshold θ, a super host
with IP address iip in monitored network NI is the host
that has no less θ IP addresses in outer network NO sending
packets to or receiving packets from iip during a certain time
(called time window). Briefly, if |OP (iip)| ≥ θ, iip is a super
host.
Our distributed super hosts detection algorithm contains two
parts: scanning packets on a local server and recovering super
hosts on the global server.
Local server of an edge router ER will record these hosts’
cardinalities passed through ER. How to record cardinalities
efficiently is a key step. A smart data structure proposed in
this paper is designed to solve this problem.
A. Hosts cardinalities estimating
The precision of super host detection depends on hosts’
cardinality estimator. For an IP address iip ∈ IIP , let
Pkt(iip) represent the set of packets in certain time window
whose source or destination address is iip. When a packet
in Pkt(iip) is sent from iip to IP in outer network, iip
will be the source address; when the packet is sent to iip
from outer network, iip will be the destination address in
this packet. Ignoring the direction of these packets, we can
extract their IP pairs IPpair(iip). IPpair(iip) has the same
number of elements as Pkt(iip) does. Every element in
IPpair(iip) is an IP pair like < iip, oip > where oip ∈ OIP .
Suppose there are k packets in Pkt(iip). Go a step further,
we can reduce IPpair(iip) to a set of outer network’s IPs
OutIP (iip) = {oip1, oip2, · · · , oipk} where oipi ∈ OP (iip).
Because iip could send several packets to another host in
outer network, so an outer IP oip may appear several times
in OutIP (iip) and k ≥ |OP (iip)|. The task of calculating
iip’s cardinality is to get the number of distinct elements in
OutIP (iip)(|OP (iip)|) by scanning OutIP (iip) once.
An exact way to get the cardinality of host iip is to store
every distinct element of OutIP (iip) in memory with a data
structure such as list, hash table or red-black tree and so on.
And at last, calculate the number of elements in memory which
is iip’s cardinality.
For example, if we use list to store distinct IPs in
OutIP (iip), 4∗|OP (iip)| bytes of memory is required. When
scanning oip ∈ OutIP (iip), we should compare it with each
element in list one by one. If oip already appears in this list we
will scan another IP. Otherwise, add oip to this list. The time
complexity of scanning an IP is O(|OP (iip)|). So the total
time complexity of scanning OutIP (iip) is O(k∗|OP (iip)|).
Although this method can get the precise answer, it requires
too much processing time and memory. What’s more, this
method could not be implemented parallel.
Several rough estimation methods [21] [16] were proposed
to get an estimation of host cardinality with a little deviation
but occupied a fixed size of memory which was much smaller
than the exact one needed. OPT[21] is a memory efficient
algorithm to estimate host’s cardinality, but its process is a
little complex. Bits vector estimator(BVE)[16] only update a
bit when scanning an element. We choose BVE as our basic
cardinality estimator method.
Before scanning OutIP (iip), we initialize g bits to zero.
These g bits turn up to a bits vector. Every IP in OutIP (iip)
will be mapped to a bit in this bits vector by a hash function
and set the bit to 1. After scanning all these IPs, we can get
iip’s cardinality estimation by the following equation [16]:̂|OP (iip)| = −g ∗ ln(z
g
) (1)
Where |OP (iip)|′ is iip’s cardinality estimating value, z is
the number of zero bits in bits vector.
In practice, the bigger g is, the more accurate |OP (iip)|′
will be. But in the network, most hosts’ cardinalities are
very small. It’s unwise to allocate g bits for every inner IPs.
Consequently, we put several bits vector together to record
several inner IPs’ cardinalities and we call these several bits
vector as bits array (BA). A bits vector is a column in BA.
An inner IP iip will be projected to a bits vector in BA by a
hash function and this bits vector will be used to record iip’s
cardinality. A single BA could be used to record several inner
IPs’ cardinality, but it has the following two weakness:
1) A single BA can not recover super hosts directly. iip
will be projected to a column in BA by a one-way hash
function. For a column in BA, we couldn’t determine
which iip is projected to it.
2) The estimating value would be higher than the real
cardinality. Because every column of a BA could be used
to record several inner IPs’ cardinalities at the same time
window. Some bits of these columns could be set by
different inner IPs. If didn’t remove this influence, we
will get error result.
In order to solve these problems, we use several bits arrays
together and modify the estimating equation by reducing some
zero bits number.
We separate bits arrays into two categories: restoring ar-
rays(RAs) and validating arrays(VAs). RAs are used to restore
super hosts and reducing the influence of bits sharing. VAs
only have the function of reducing bits sharing influence. The
set of RAs and VAs is called cardinality sketch(CS) as shown
in fig.2.
The inner network may be a big network, such as coun-
try network, city network. If we record all these inner IPs
cardinalities in a CS, the estimating result may deviate the
Fig. 2. Cube of bits array
real cardinalities seriously because of the ultra sharing of
bits[12][22].
We used several CSs to record different inner IPs’ cardinal-
ities. The set of these CSs is called Cube of Bits Array(CBA).
Using which CS to record an inner IP’s cardinality is ac-
cording the right r bits of this inner IP. In order to increase
the randomness of IP address, each IP will be hashed by
a mangling operation[23]. When restoring super host at the
end of a time window, we use the mangling operation again
to acquire the origin IP. In the following part, IP means the
mangled IP address. There are 2r CSs in CBA. Every inner
IP could be classified into two parts: Right Part(RP : the right
r bits) and Left Part(LP : the left 32 − r bits). RP is used
to select CS in CBA and LP is used to determine column
index of different BA in the CS. An inner IP will select
|RA|+|V A| columns from every bit array of a CS to record its
cardinality at the same time. RAs’ columns will be determined
by sub bits of RP and V As’ columns will be acquired by
random hash functions. At the end of a time window, we
merge these columns together by “bits and” operation. The
union column will remove some bits set by other inner IPs,
but it still contains a little noise. We will remove the resting
noise bits by estimating their number.
Definition 2 (Union Column, UC). For an inner host iip, its
union column is the bitwise “and” result of every column in
CS related to it, written as UC(iip).
Theorem 1. For a CS, if there are η flows projected to it,
the probability that a bit in the union column is set is ε =∏|RA|+|V A|−1
i=0 (1−e−
η
c(i)∗g ), where c(i) is the column number
of the ith bits array.
Proof. If these η flows are project to BA(i) randomly, there
will be ηc(i) flows in a column. According to equation 1, the
‘1’ bits of this column is g − g ∗ e− ηc(i)∗g . A bit is set to
‘1’ with probability P1(i) = 1 − e−
η
c(i)∗g . A bit in the union
column is set to 1 with probability ε =
∏|RA|+|V A|−1
i=0 P1(i) =
∏|RA|+|V A|−1
i=0 (1− e
η
c(i)∗g ).
Theorem 2. For an inner host iip, its cardinality could be
estimated from the zero bits number Z in UC(iip) by equation̂|OP (iip)| = −g ∗ ln( Zg−g∗ε ).
Proof. Suppose that there is no other hosts set the bit in
UC(iip) except iip. According to equation 1, ̂|OP (iip)| =
−g ∗ ln(Zrg ). Zr is the real zero bits number when the bits in
UC(iip) only setted by iip.
Then take account on the probability that the Zr bits are set
by other hosts. According to theorem 1, the expecting number
of ‘1’ bits is g−Zr+Zr ∗ ε. We should remove these ‘1’ bits
from UC(iip). In another word, we should add Zr ∗ ε zero
bits to UC(iip) and Zr = Z+Zr ∗ε. Transforming the above
formula, we will get Zr = Z1−ε .
Put the modified Zr to equation 1, we will get ̂|OP (iip)| =
−g ∗ ln( Zg−g∗ε ).
Estimate |OP (iip)| by |UC(iip)| maybe get an over-
estimating value because of the sharing column with other
hosts. So we should add a modified value to Z. In the proof
processing, Zr could be rewritten as Z + Z∗ε1−ε . The additional
value Z∗ε1−ε could be regarded as the revising value.
B. Updating bit array cube
In a high-speed network, it is burdensome to store packets
in memory even only storing IP header. So we can only scan
these packets once. When acquiring a packet, we will first
extract IP pair like < iip, oip >, and update CBAA to record
iip’s cardinality.
After selecting a CS in CBAA by rightest r bits of iip,
we should calculate column index of each bit array by left
part LP of iip. When determining RAs’ columns indexes, we
should make sure that iip’s LP can be restored from these
indexes. We select some successive bits from LP to generate
a column index. Let CL(i) represent the ith bit array’s column
index of iip and c(i) be the total columns number of ith
bit array. CL(i) can be written in binary format. Supposing
2cbn(i) = c(i), cbn(i) is the bits number of CL(i). cbn(i) is
also the number of successive bits we want to extract from
LP . Together with the start bits CLbs(i), we can map iip to a
unique column in ith bit array. CLbs(i) is the start bits offset
and r ≤ CLbs(i) ≤ 31. Fig.3 shows how to determine each
restoring arrays’ columns by iip’s left part.
We divide CL(i) into two parts logically: Efficient Part
(EP) and Checking Part (CP). Let EP (i) and CP (i) represent
efficient part and checking part of the ith array’s column.
Denote EP (i) and |CP (i)| as the length of EP (i) and CP (i).
Each column’s EP is pairwise disjoint and their union is LP.
CP is used to filter fake columns tuple when restoring super
hosts. CP (i) equals to the first |CP (i)| bits of EP (i + 1),
where 0 ≤ i ≤ |RA| − 1 and when i = |RA| − 1, i+ 1 = 0.
A longer CP is beneficial to super hosts restoring but occupy
more memory too. CP of the last RA’s column relates to bits
with index more than 31. In the case, we module this bits’
indexes with base 32.
Fig. 3. Select columns of recover arrays
Indexes of VAs’ columns are selected by random hash
functions Hi, where Hi is a hash function that maps a value
between [0, 232 − 1] to a value between [0, c(i)− 1].
Algorithm 1 describes IP pair scanning process in each local
server. Each local server will run algorithm 1 to scan packets.
Algorithm 1 Update IP addresses pair
Input:
IP address pair < iip, oip >,
CBAA
bvIdx⇐ Hbv(oip)
csIdx⇐ right r bits of iip
pCS → csIdxth CS in CBAA
LP ⇐ left (32-r) bits of iip
for doRA(i) in pCS
CL(i)⇐ extract cbn(i) bits from CLbs(i) in iip
set bvIdxth bit in column CL(i) to 1
end for
for doV A(j−|RA|) in pCS, |RA| ≤ j ≤ |RA|+|V A|−1
CL(j)⇐ Hj(LP )
set bvIdxth bits in column CL(j) to 1
end for
When an IP pair updates the CBAA, only |RA|+ |V A| bits
will be changed to 1 without reading any bytes from CBAA.
There is no reading related conflicts during the updating
process and algorithm 1 matches the Bernstein’s conditions
[24] [25] which ensures that the updating process can run
parallel. After scanning all the packets in a time window, a
recovering algorithm will be applied to find out super hosts
from these local servers.
C. Restore super hosts on global server
At the end of a time window, each local server will send
its CBA to the global server. CBA on each local server has
the same structure: the same number of CS, the same columns
number in each bit array. Global server merges these CBA by
“bits OR” operation. The merged CBA contains cardinalities
information of all hosts in the inner network. We can restore
super hosts from the global CBA.
RP of an IP address could be acquired by CS’s id in CBA.
The task of super hosts restoring is to get LP from a CS. In
each bit array, there is a kind of columns called “hot columns”
as defined below.
Definition 3 (Hot Column, HC). For a column in a bit array,
if there is one or more super hosts projecting to it, this column
is called hot column.
IP’s left part hides in RA’s columns. As shown in fig.3,
if we get iip’s columns indexes of RAs, we can concatenate
their EP s together. But we don’t know iip’s columns indexes
when restoring super hosts. Fortunately, we can know which
columns are hot columns by calculating its zero bits number.
By testing tuple of these kinds of columns of each RA, we can
recover iip’s LP indirectly. Generally speaking, there are two
steps in restoring LP : hot columns calculation and columns
tuple checking.
According to theorem 2, if a host’s cardinality is no less
than θ, there will be less than θbn = g(1 + ε) ∗ e− θg − g ∗ ε
zero bits in these columns relating to it. Scan each column of
RA and record these columns indexes whose zero bits number
is no more than θbn to a list HC(i). HC(i) stores ith RA’s
hot columns indexes. Algorithm 2 describes how to mining
hot columns from CS.
Algorithm 2 Locating hot columns
Input:
θbn,
cardinality sketch CS;
Output:
Hot columns lists set
HC = {HC(0), HC(1), · · · , HC(|RA| − 1)};
for each restoring array RA(i) ∈ CS do
for j ∈ [0, c(i)] do
if there are no more than θbn zero bits in jth column
of RA(i) then
Insert j into HC(i)
end if
end for
Insert HC(i) into HC
end for
Return HC
super hosts’ LP s are hiding in these hot columns’
efficient parts. Selecting |RA| hot columns from every
HC(i), we will get a hot columns tuple THC =<
hc0, hc1, · · · , hc|RA|−1 > where hci ∈ HC(i). There are total
|THC| =∏|RA|−1i=0 |HC(i)| different such tuples. Because we
don’t know which tuple contains super hosts, we had to test
them one by one. Hot columns tuple checking contains two
parts: checking if this tuple can restoring LP and testing if
the union of columns related to the restoring LP is still a hot
column.
According to the relationship between IP’s different
columns, we can filter most fake tuple by comparing each
column index’s last |CP (i)| bits with next column index’s
first |CP (i)| bits. Now, we only know the offset and length
of each column index. The next question is how to get the
length of different columns CP . EP and CP of different
columns are divided logically. For the ith restoring bit array,
the EP of its column’s index is these bits that appear in this
bit array’s column index, not in (i + 1)th bit array’s. So we
can get the length of EP (i) by calculating the difference
of offset between contiguous bit arrays’ column indexes. In
another word, |EP (i)| = CLbs((i+1)mod(|RA|))−CLbs(i),
where 0 ≤ i ≤ |RA| − 1. Because CP is the resting part of
LP , |CP (i)| = cbn(i) − |EP (i)|. If all columns in a tuple
are corresponding to this condition, we can restore LP from
each column’s EP . Algorithm 3 illustrates how to check each
columns tuple.
Algorithm 3 Checking hot columns tuple
Input:
Hot columns tupleTHC =< hc0, hc1, · · · , hc|RA|−1 > ,
θbn ,
cardinality sketch CS;
Output:
super host’s LP ;
LP ⇐ −1
for i ∈ [0, |RA| − 1] do
|CP (i)| ⇐ CL(i)− |EP (i)|
if CP of hci not equal to the first |CP (i)| bits of
hc(i+1)mod(|RA|) then
Return LP
end if
end for
LP ⇐ concatenation of all columns’ EP
UCol⇐ hc0th column of RA(0)
for i ∈ [1, |RA| − 1] do
UCol “AND” with hcith column of RA(i)
end for
for j ∈ [0, |V A| − 1] do
UCol “AND” with Hj(LP )th column of V A(j)
end for
if zero bits number of UCol bigger than θbn then
LP ⇐ −1
end if
Return LP
When using algorithm 3 to check a columns tuple, if
columns can not generate a LP of some IP address or no super
hosts relating to this columns tuple, this algorithm will return
a negative value -1, otherwise it will return the restoring LP .
By concatenating restored LP with RP , which is the id of
CS, we get the whole IP address. No matter scanning packets
or checking hot columns tuple, we can run them parallel in
order to acquire a high processing speed.
IV. IMPLEMENT ON GPU
The use of graphics processing units (GPUs) becomes a
significant advance to speed up the packets scanning by taking
the advantage of the massive parallelism capabilities of GPUs.
With the acceleration of GPU, thousands of packets can be
disposed at the same time.
OpenCL and CUDA are two famous GPGPU models.
OpenCL, established by the Khronos Group [26], is a frame-
work for writing parallel programs that execute across het-
erogeneous platforms consisting of CPUs, GPUs, and other
processors. As a result, OpenCL provides software developers
with portable and efficient access to the power of diverse
processing platforms [27] [28]. Unlike OpenCL, CUDA [29]
only supports GPUs produced by NVIDIA. But it has the best
performance for NVIDIA’s GPUs.
With the help of NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Ar-
chitecture (CUDA), deploying applications on GPU becomes
easier than before when graphics language were required if
someone wanted to run other program on GPU. In the CUDA
execution model, threads running on GPU device follows the
single instruction multiple data (SIMT) model of execution.
Under SIMT modal, each packet could be viewed as a data
to be processed with the same instructions set by a thread.
In CUDA model, millions of threads could be started to deal
with huge packets.
Taking advantage of the full programmability offered by
CUDA and the potential parallel ability of GSDA, we can
detect super hosts in real time.
A. Update packets on GPU
Each IP pair could be regarded as a datum unit to be
processed by a thread. Thousands of threads could be started
on GPU at the same time to handle thousands of IP pairs
parallel. Fig.4 demonstrates how to detect super hosts on the
local server with GPU accelerating.
All IP pairs will be firstly buffered on local server’s memory
and then transmitted to GPU’s global memory for cardinalities
recording.
Fig. 4. Super hosts detection on GPU
Every thread will run the algorithm 1 to handle an IP pair.
These threads will read different IP pairs parallel and update
CBA.
At last, when all these IP pairs in a time window are
scanned, CBA on local server will be sent to global server
and merged together for super hosts detection.
B. Restoring Super hosts on GPU
At the restoring stage, there are three parts could be running
parallel on GPU: merging local CBA, locating hot columns of
different bit array in global CBA and checking hot columns
tuple.
After receiving local CBAs from different local servers, the
global server will merge them together one by one for global
super host detection. We will first initialize a CBAg which
has the same structure as local server’s CBA has. Every bit of
this initial CBAg on the global server is set to 1. Every local
CBA will be merged to CBAg by bitwise “AND” operation.
There is no data conflict between columns of CBA, we can
merge different columns by several GPU threads concurrently.
Every column of different bit arrays has the same rows (bits
vector contains the same number of bits). Using a GPU kernel
thread to checking if a column is a hot column by counting
the ‘0’ bits in it. GPU can launch thousands of such threads
for hot column checking parallel. The number of columns is
fixed. Both global CBA merging and hot columns checking
will not consume much time on GPU.
The complexity of columns tuple checking depends on the
number of super hosts. The more super hosts, the more can-
didate columns tuple. In algorithm 3, we need to use a buffer
with size g8 bytes for union column. When a thread checking
a columns tuple, we may allocate this buffer temporarily and
free it before this thread return. This method is flexible for
threads evoking. But it will waste time for GPU memory
allocating and freeing. What’s more, when there are too many
threads, memory allocating may cause an error because of too
many memory requirements. In order to speed up columns
tuple checking speed and avoid additional running error, we
allocate a buffer pool for all tuple checking threads on GPU.
A buffer in the pool is used by only a thread once a time. With
the help of buffers pool, every thread just needs to set every
bit of the buffer to 1 at the begin. Although the number of
buffers in the pool limits the number thread running parallel,
we may allocate a buffers pool as large as possible.
CBA is a smart structure. There is no data conflict when
updating or reading CBA. When deploying our algorithm on
GPU, we can detect high-speed networks’ super hosts in real
time.
V. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
We use real-world backbone traffic to evaluate the perfor-
mance of different super hosts detection algorithms. All of
these algorithms run on a PC with Nvidia GPU(NVIDIA Titan
Xp, with 12 GB global memory).
A. Experiment data
The network traffic used in our experiment is acquired from
CERNET [30]. In the experiments, we use 1 hour traffic
starting from 13:00 to 14:00 On October 23, 2017. The size of
time window is 5 minutes. There are 12 time windows in the
traffic. We used different algorithms to mining super hosts of
every time window. Table I describes the traffic information
of each time window.
In our experiments, super host threshold θ is set to 1024.
All super hosts of different traffic datasets in different time
window were acquired offline precisely. In order to get these
baselines, we use “map container” of C++ STL to store every
hosts’ opposite points and sort every host by their cardinalities
descent. Every algorithm’s detection result will be checked by
these baselines to evaluate accuracy.
B. Algorithm accuracy
We compared the rightness of our algorithm CBAA with
DCDSA[14], VBFA [15] and GSE [18]. False Negative Ratio
(FNR) and False Positive Ratio (FPR) defined by equation (2)
and (3) are adopted to evaluate the detection accuracy of these
algorithms.
FNR =
∥∥∥Hˆ−∥∥∥
‖H‖ (2)
FPR =
∥∥∥Hˆ+∥∥∥
‖H‖ (3)
Let Hˆ represent the set of detected super hosts by estimating
algorithms. H is the set of super hosts whose cardinality is no
less than the threshold. H, Hˆ−, Hˆ+ are defined as below.
H = {h|cardinality of h ≥ θ}
Hˆ− =
{
h|h ∈ H,h /∈ Hˆ
}
Hˆ+ =
{
h|cardinality of h ≤ θ, h ∈ Hˆ
}
The sum of FPR and FNR measures the total false rate of an
algorithm, written as FTR.
Fig.5, fig.6 and fig.7show different algorithms’ FPR, FNR
and FTR.
In our experiments, VBFA has the lowest FNR, but its FPR
is the highest. VBFA has the highest FTR, and its average
FTR is as high as 9.419%. DCDS also has a low FNR and
a high FPR. But the FPR of DCDS is smaller than that of
VBFA. Compared with VBFA, GSE has the lowest FPR and
the highest FNR. The average FTR of GSE is 3.449%.
The average FNR of CBAA is 0.211% which is a little
higher than that of DCDS and VBFA. But the average FTR
of CBAA is the lowest which is only 2.82%.
TABLE I
EXPERIMENT DATA
Fig. 5. False positive rate of different algorithms
C. Using time and memory
CBAA has not only a high accuracy but also the fastest
super hosts restoring speed. At the end of each time window,
CBAA restores super hosts from each cardinality sketch. Each
cardinality sketch only contains a fraction of super hosts. There
are fewer candidate super hosts in each cardinality sketch
which makes sure that CBAA has the fastest super hosts
restoring speed. Fig.8 illustrates time consumption of different
algorithms.
VBFA’s time consumption is affected by super hosts num-
ber. When flow number and super hosts number are big,
VBFA will generate and test huge candidate IPs. This will
waste much time. In our experiment data, there are 599 super
hosts in each time window on average. VBFA consumes
average 1029.7 milliseconds to restore super hosts in each time
window. DCDS adopts Chinese Remainder Theorem, which
needs complex computation, to restore super hosts. Its speed
is also lower. GSE needs to estimate the cardinality of each
host to detect super hosts. Its super host restoring time is also
very high. Our novel algorithm CBAA can mine super hosts
with less than 11 milliseconds on average. With this fast speed,
CBAA can be deployed on backbone network with a cheap
GPU device.
Fig. 6. False negative rate of different algorithms
Fig. 7. False total rate of different algorithms
In our experiments,DCDS consumed 384 MB of mem-
ory(H = 2,H+ = 1,m = 216,v = 214[14]), VBFA used 160
MB of memory(m = 213[15]) and GSE used 128 MB of
memory(z=220,m=230[18]). For CBAA, we set r=4, |RA| = 3,
|V A| = 1, g = 212,cbn(0) = cbn(1) = cbn(2) = cbn(3) =
212 and the memory consumption is 128 MB. CBAA has
the highest accuracy and fastest speed with a small memory
consumption. It has better performance than other algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION
We devise a fast super host detection algorithm, CBAA,
for high-speed networks. No existing super hosts detection
algorithm can acquire this accuracy and speed because of their
complex super hosts restoring process. CBAA is suitable for
distributed deploying and can be efficiently implemented on a
GPU card. This advantage comes from the smart cardinality
recording structure proposed in this paper. According to our
experiments on a core network traffic, our algorithm can detect
Fig. 8. Processing time of different algorithms
super hosts with the fastest speed and the highest accuracy
among these state-of-the-art algorithms.
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